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A Metaphoric Rise to Stardom
KENNETH M. WEISS AND HEATHER A. LAWSON

In the evolving theoretical basis of physical anthropology, genes always get the
leading role. But stars are not the only members of a cast.
In 1951, Sherwood L. Washburn, a
leading physical anthropologist, announced a landmark prospectus for
what he called the “new physical anthropology” (Fig. 1).1 He said that
physical anthroplogy largely comprised opinions on dry metric data
with little theoretical foundation.
We needed that kind of foundation,
and he had one to offer. Fifty-some
years later, progress in the ﬁeld
means that it’s time for a newer
framework and again, one is waiting
in the wings.

GENES IN PRINCIPLE
Washburn challenged us to adopt
the perspective of the modern evolutionary synthesis, which, in the 1930s,
had uniﬁed paleontology, Darwinian
evolution, and Mendelian inheritance.
The modern synthesis deﬁned evolution as changes in the frequency of
alleles (genetic variants). This resolved several knotty problems that
had prevented the development of a
uniﬁed theory of life.
A unifying theory had become possible for various reasons. Mendel’s
work had shown that discretely inherited “elements” could transmit
traits from one generation to the
next and the same principles were
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found to apply to plants and animals
as well. Mendel only considered simple qualitative traits, but it was later
shown mathematically that many
genes acting in concert could produce the quantitative traits that were
so important to Darwin’s gradualistic view of evolution. Mendel’s elements, dubbed “genes” in 1910, mutated occasionally, supplying the
variation that could be screened by
Darwin’s natural selection to produce adaptive divergence and the
formation of new species. Comparative anatomy, functional adaptation,
taxonomy, and paleontology had
been separate areas of research that
sometimes seemed incompatible.
But now they could all be accounted
for by a single evolutionary process
working on genes. Finally, we had a
consistent, comprehensive, universally applicable theory of life.
The genetic theory of life was so
elegant and persuasive that it was accepted even though at the time there
was little knowledge of what genes actually were or how they worked. It
sufﬁced to assume that stable, heritable something-or-others existed and
were the universal cause of biological
traits. A deep faith in genes justiﬁed
explaining the phenotypes we cared
about—the fossils in the ground and
the living primates on it—in terms of
adaptive genetic evolution. The theory
provided a program for research as
well as the conﬁdent ethnusiasm that
accompanies the pursuit of fundamental truth. This perspective was enthusiastically adopted as the formal
framework of biological anthropology, which it still is.

EVOLUTION ON THE OUTSIDE
AND IN THE FIELD
Accounting for how humans compare to other primates was a central
goal of Washburn’s “new physical anthropology,” which he said should be
80% concerned with heredity and only
20% with traditional approaches. In
the subsequent half-century, primate
studies have reﬂected changing currents in evolutionary thought: Attempts to elucidate our place in nature have at times stressed how we are
more like and sometimes how we are
less like other members of our taxonomic order. But these studies all
stayed within the same theoretical
framework, the fundamental belief
that considering more than 60 million
years and including over 200 species
will provide relevant and interpretable
insight into the processes responsible
for changes leading to human physical and even behavioral phenotypes.1,2
From its inception, a central objective
of Evolutionary Anthropology has
been to present assessments of these
results, for which it has been an authoritative source.
The idea that we can use comparative studies to make broader inferences about distinct characters in different species requires accepting that
the species are all subject to the same
determinative processes. Thus, in the
generation of primate studies following Washburn’s paper, the environment was assumed to be the force
driving the adaptive, presumably genetic, evolution of all sorts of physical
traits, especially such traditional core
interests of anthropology as skeletal
and dental adaptations.
But Washburn energetically pushed
his view further, on his own and in
collaboration with Irv Devore at Harvard. They extended the theory to ﬁeld
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Figure 1. A. Sherwood Washburn. B. Washburn’s landmark paper.1

studies of wild primates aimed at understanding how environmental conditions determined the adaptation of
social behavior.3,4 – 8 The ﬁndings of
many famous primate ﬁeld studies,
among them ones focusing on dominance hierarchies, territoriality, harems versus monogamous pairings,
and male versus female behavior,
were extrapolated to humans. Physical anthropology was largely dominated by this new evolutionary approach, which made Hollywood-like
stars of ﬁeld workers like Jay, Goodall,
Fosse, Lancaster, and Hrdy, as well as
theoretical popularizers like Tiger,
Fox, Ardrey, and Morris. These stars
were the most visible part of a galaxy
that included numerous other primatologists who more quietly made contributions at this time.
Assuming the evolutionary synthesis, these personalities made genes the
implicit scientiﬁc star of the show.
Primate traits were inferred to be the
heritable effects of genes as the presumed targets of Darwinian evolution.
But because these genes were of totally unknown number or nature,
nonhuman primates served as metaphors of explanation for hominin dietary, locomotor, cultural, language,
and brain evolution.9 –11 Derived from
the Greek meta ⫹ pherein, which
means to carry beyond or to transfer
meaning between two unlikes (for

example,
“All
the
world’s
a
stage, . . . .”),12 metaphor is a type of
abstraction that scientists usually try
to avoid. Unlike “models” in biology,
metaphors assume far more than is
reliably known to be directly homologous or mechanistically relevant, often carrying many loadings, sometimes unstated, that can include value
judgments, iconic simpliﬁcations, or
broad applications that may, at best,
be more analogous than homologous
as well as very subjective.

It is engaging in metaphor to attribute what we know about a complex trait from observational studies
of primates to hypothesized internal
causal factors (genes) of unknown
and, especially during Washburn’s
time, unknowable nature. But from
this attribution, dominance hierarchies or nuclear family structures in
wild baboons were assumed to provide biologically causal explanations
of all sorts of hierarchies, from the
culture of modern nation states to human kinship and marriage systems
(Fig. 2). Metaphors may be built on
grains of truth but, to borrow again
from the Bard, is this metaphoric use
of genes “a tale told by an idiot, full of
sound and fury, signifying nothing,”
or is it truth? If the trait were not
“genetic” in this hypothetical sense,
what is its causal basis? How can we
know?

EVOLUTION ON THE INSIDE
AND IN THE LAB
The incredible recent progress in
genetic technologies promises direct
answers to these questions by identifying speciﬁc genes to replace those
that had long been abstractly hypothesized to exist and imbued with metaphorically extended importance. One
important area is developmental genetics. Development was signiﬁcant
evolutionary evidence to Darwin, but

Figure 2. Metaphors old and new. A. Spider monkey, Ateles geoffroyi, on Barro Colorado,
Panama, taken by one of us (HAL). B. Homologous sequences of a gene (GGA1) from
human, chimp, and macaque (Source: GenBank).
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“GENES” THAT BECOME GENES
CAN BECOME “GENES”

Figure 3. Guessing and testing about “evo” and “devo.” A. An “evo” perspective helps
identify causally independent traits. Regions of the jaw Washburn found to evolve independently.1 B. A “devo” perspective tells us why: Each labeled region has been shown
experimentally to be under independent genetic control.20

was largely ignored by the modern
synthesis as an unimportant black
box. The new physical anthropology
was about introducing the population
and historical dynamic among generations of individuals, but evolutionary
theory was nearly silent on how the
hypothesized genes made their respective traits. However, the technologies of molecular biology are giving
development new vibrancy, reuniting
it with evolution in a union called evodevo, or evolutionary developmental
biology.13,14
We can now move from metaphoric
“genes” hypothesized for external
traits to the inside, where real genes
are, and explicitly identify what had
heretofore only been implicit in statements about primate and human evolution. We can experimentally identify
genes that are expressed in speciﬁc
tissues and at speciﬁc times during
embryogenesis; we can manipulate
those genes to see how they work.
These approaches connect what happens among organisms during a species’ evolutionary time to what
happens among cells during an organism’s lifetime. Applications of this
new new physical anthropology have
already included studies of limb,
skull, and tooth development and
variation.13,15–19
Washburn said that combining evolution, comparison, development,
variation, and experimental evidence
in living and fossil primates would reveal new aspects of skeletal biology.
“Evolution, in a sense, has dissected
the body for us,”1 showing that traits
thought to have evolved in a unitary
way were actually composed of evolutionarily independent modules. Based
on present and past hominid varia-

tion, Washburn identiﬁed several areas of the jaw (Fig. 3A) that seemed to
have evolved independently, each controlled by different selective forces.
This meant that if his observations
were “at all correct, it is theoretically
impossible to make any progress in
genetic understanding by taking the
traditional measurements on the
mandible” because they artiﬁcially
confounded independently controlled
traits.
We can now see the power of the
new approaches. As an experimental
model, Jim Cheverud and colleagues
recently crossed two mouse strains
with somewhat different mandibular
shape.20,21 They used gene mapping,
in which they searched variable sites
spread across the entire genome to
ﬁnd regions in which sequence differences between the parents were coinherited with mandibular shape variation in their offspring. They found
gene regions that independently affect
different
aspects
of
mandibular shape and, remarkably, these
matched Washburn’s earlier conjectures (Fig. 3B). What he had empirically found to be phenotypically modular they showed to be directly under
modular genetic control as well. In a
similar kind of study in living baboons, gene regions have been found
that affect tooth size, enamel thickness, and cusp variation that resembles variation in the anthropoid fossil
record.22,23 However, this second example reverses Washburn’s point because dental traits previously treated
as being of independent taxonomic
value turn out to develop under the
control of the same genes.

In addition to “evo-devo,” new technology is making possible major advances in the application of the concepts of the classical modern
synthesis. The entire human, chimpanzee, and macaque genome sequences have become publicly available, with a stream of other species to
follow. New genomic approaches allow us to align sequences of the same
(orthologous) genes between humans
and other primates and to search for
changes in particular genes that occurred preferentially in the human or
other lineages, paying intense interest
to changes that may have been due to
natural selection.24 –26 For example,
sequence comparisons of the primate
repertoire of olfactory receptor genes
have shown, in speciﬁc genetic terms,
the degradation in the ability to smell
in the ape and human lineages, also
conﬁrming the long-suspected loss
of pheromones for sexual attraction.13,27,28
Genomes, like species, evolve over
time, so that Washburn’s suggestion
that we should begin with a framework developed from the fossil and
comparative records is still relevant.
But now, as then, it is important to
keep in mind several cautionary
points: Traits generally do not evolve
in a simple linear way; most interesting traits vary continuously rather
than discretely; primate evolutionary
rates are generally concordant with
overall
mammalian
evolutionary
rates; most human traits are also
present in other primates, especially
the great apes; and many changes associated with anatomically modern
humans occurred before the origin of
the genus Homo, among them bipedalism, larger cranial capacities, and
more complex mental ability than we
have traditionally been willing to
credit to these other brutes.29
We have had many warnings about
this. Some early claims of primatology have not survived the subsequent
ﬁfty years of investigation. Female
primates are not passive and nonhierarchical, alpha males don’t have all
the mating fun or mating success,
chimpanzees aren’t always nonviolent, and species’ mating patterns are
not predetermined. Extensive ﬁeld
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work has shown that phenotypes can
be ﬂuid. Moreover, variation for most
of our classical traits turns out to be
polygenic, often associated with genes
regulating development rather than,
as per the classical idea, coding for the
traits’ structural proteins.11,13,30
From a genomic viewpoint, too,
evolution of the traits we care about,
both phenotypic and genetic, can be
expected to be subtle and complex.
However, it’s a lot easier to raise cautions than resist the temptation to ignore them. Genes are enjoying a technology-driven ride to new metaphoric
stardom in the genomic age. Today,
perhaps more than ever, things biological are widely assumed to lie directly in the genome. If primate ﬁeld
studies sometimes uncritically invoked genetics as metaphors of explanation for hominin evolution, anthropological genomic studies—wholesale
comparisons of the 30,000 genes in
primate genomes— can slip into comparably strong genetic assumptions.
Ironically, while it was formerly acceptable to invoke the role of genes in
primate evolution without bothering
to look at any actual genes, it is now
acceptable to invoke the role of genes
in primate evolution without bothering to look at any actual primates!
Unlike the original new physical anthropology, much of the recent
genomics work is not being done by
anthropoligists, who at least tend to
give serious consideration to whole
organisms. This has led to a new kind
of genetic metaphor for, if not by, anthropology. Abstraction for hominin
evolution has moved from the assumption of shared but unidentiﬁed
internal causal elements to the reverse. Now actual genes serve as a
new kind of metaphoric star on the
stage of explanation. But rather than
using a known trait to infer the existence of causal genes, known genes
are now held to stand broadly, abstractly, metaphorically, as icons for
the entire trait.
For example, there is irresistible
vanity in focusing on “the brain” as
the organ that made us human. It’s
become a cottage industry to single
out individual brain-related genes
from the mix of thousands of them
expressed in the brain, under the implicit suggestion that a single gene is
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capable of explaining all of the
changes resulting in the human phenotype.9,31–36 Going Washburn’s 80%
solution and then some, a brain-related gene that varies between humans and chimpanzees is widely
taken to represent the complexity of
features that constitute human cognitive behavior, even including language
and other things that clearly are not
literally due to a single gene. Indeed,
such features may be so complex that
even calling them “genetic” may be to
miss their important emergent nature. The brain has deeply symbolic
value, even among scientists.
In the old “new” physical anthropology, the melodrama of dominance,
territoriality, and other characters
that evolution had molded into us naked apes was made famous by the
popular media. Today, new genetic results also sell well in the media and in
the mainline science journals, that
have moved in a popularizing direction. But, like the simplistic enthusiasm for the ﬁtness advantages of alpha male baboons or tribal headmen,
the rush to the judgment that brain
genes show special evidence of evolution in the human lineage has already
been tempered by more thorough examination.37,38

A GALAXY OF GENOMIC
STARS
The old anthropology was staid and
needed something new. The prevailing working model is still the one
adapted in Washburn’s day, half a
century ago. It is a strong acceptance
of classical Darwinism in the study of
important functional traits of primates, which extend to our own very
different species, one with culture.
Even many founding evolutionists, including Darwin himself, as well as Alfred Wallace and Thomas Huxley,39
blinked when it came to humans,
seeking special provisions or exceptions for our evolution. While anthropologists wouldn’t want to leave humans out of nature, we can still get in
trouble with oversimpliﬁed genetic explanations or theory applied uncritically, as is shown by hot debates
about behavior genetics or the failure
of genetic data to conﬁrm simple
dominance theories.

Generally, however, the best of the
union of development with the older
evolutionary perspective is truly energizing. It is also rapidly bearing fruit.
Moving to the inside of the organism,
we are learning a tremendous amount
about how genes are used to build the
animals we study and that we are. Because this work has shown that genetic developmental networks are
deeply conserved and homologous,
model systems like the mouse are
ﬁnding a level of real rather than metaphoric anthropological relevance
that we haven’t seen since Washburn’s
day. That’s why Figure 3B from the
mouse tells us about Figure 3A for
hominids, and can be called “anthropology.” But with this progress has
also come the tempering and subtle
realization that so many genes are involved in the developmental networks
that contribute to most traits of interest that we can’t presume that a speciﬁc gene is responsible for any speciﬁc version of a trait in a particular
fossil or primate. A control network
provides many ways to make a short
mandible.
Genes are providing an increasingly
stellar cast of causal elements in life. A
truly new physical anthropology that
augments the genetic theory of evolution with a comparable genetic theory
of development will provide a much
more comprehensive view of the nature of life than the old new physical
anthropology did. In that sense, the
day is here when genes should no
longer be used as metaphors. We’re
gaining the means, and hence the burden, to base genetic explanations
more speciﬁcially on what genes do
and don’t do. That knowledge will
lead to a more truly modern evolutionary synthesis.

NOTES
Send comments on this column to
kenweiss@psu.edu. There is a feedback page at http://www.anthro.
psu.edu/weiss_lab/index.html. We thank
Anne Buchanan, Joseph Orkin, Sam
Sholtis, and John Fleagle for critically
reading this manuscript.
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